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  ملخص

خبيثة للأنشطة ال الزيادة المستمرةبسبب  وذلكالعالم واحدة من أخطر المشاكل في أمن الشبكات 

سبيل  نظمة علىدام خدمات الويب في الكثير من الأزدياد استخوتعطيلها. ومع إ واختراق الشبكات

، لإلكترونيوالتسويق ا يالإلكترون، الخدمات المصرفية، البريد ةالإلكتروني الحكومةخدمات  المثال:

 الخدمات مهددة من قبل الهجمات الخبيثة.  هذهتت با

جراء  الناتجة والحد من الأضرار نظمه المعلوماتأ بشكل واسع لحماية أنظمة كشف التسللستخدم ت

الحماية  عن تقنيات ختراقات لا تزال خفيةه الهجمات. وحيث أن العديد من الأنشطة الخبيثة والإهذ

 .زديادفي إلكشف وتحديد مثل هذه الهجمات  أصبحت الحاجة إلى نهج فعال من،والأ

اف كتشامة كشف التسلل لتحقيق أفضل معدل إيجاد أفضل نموذج لأنظتحاول العديد من الدراسات 

هذا  في تنقيب البياناوت ناعيتخدمت مختلف خوارزميات الذكاء الصسانذار كاذب. وقد اوأدنى معدل 

ينقسم  ... ، الخوشجرة القرارات، البيز البسيطة بيةبكات العصالش ،عي: خوارزميات التجممثل المجال

كشف  البيانات وأنظمةنظمة الكشف المعتمدة على أنماط أ نوعين رئيسين: نظام كشف التسلل إلى

لبيانات ول للكشف عن هجمات معروفة عن طريق مقارنة أنماط البيانات الشاذة. يستخدم النوع الأا

لوك البيانات سالثاني يستخدم للكشف عن البيانات التي تحيد عن  أما النوع المعروفة،بأنماط الهجمات 

 الطبيعي.

على ت مجموعايمكن أن تولد  ،كبيرة الحجملبيانات لتجميع جديدة تقترح هذه الدراسة خوارزمية  

تقارب  ميةخوارزمن  كلا مزايا تستخدم خوارزمية التجميع الجديدة النحو المحدد من قبل المستخدم. 

 هايمكن تبين أنه الخوارزمية المقترحةتجارب على ال. المعكوس الوزني تجميعوخوارزمية  نتشارالا

 لحجماكبيرة ، ويمكن تجميع البيانات مسبقمجموعات مباشرة دون أي ضبط عدد محدد من الأن تولد 

لمقترحة تجميع اال. وتشير النتائج إلى أن طريقة خوارزميات الأخرى ذات الصلةالمن  أكبر كفاءةب

لدراسة ا هذه ستخدمتثم  .أكثر فعالية ودقة عيتجموتحقق نتائج من الوقت  كثيرال توفرأن  هايمكن

حاول تحسين تالتي هجينة ال كشف البيانات الشاذة نماذجمن ثنين اقترح تل التجميع المقترحة خوارزمية

 ترحةالمق عيالتجم وارزميةخهجين يعتمد على  جنموذهو النموذج الأول  أداء نظام كشف التسلل.

ت على لتجميع كافة البيانات إلى مجموعاالتجميع  خوارزميةستخدم البسيطة. ت وخوارزمية البيز

 بيز البسيطةالتم استخدام ير الخبيثة. في المرحلة الثانية، الخبيثة وغي اتأساس سلوكها مثل النشاط

ين يجمع بيضا أهجين أما النموذج الثاني فهو نموذج  .فئات الصحيحةال اليلتصنيف البيانات 

. ةالبيز البسيط خوارزميةبدلاا من  القرارات وخوارزمية شجرة المقترحة عيالتجم خوارزمية

 رحة؛المقتلتعليم النظام وتقييم أداء الأنظمة  المتخصصة KDD Cup '99 بيانات ةقاعداستخدمت 

 والنماذج التقليدية السابقة هجينةوالنماذج الوقد قمنا في هذه الدراسة بعمل مقارنة بين النماذج المقترحة 

 و التقليدية.سواء الهجينة ا؛ السابقةنظمة الهجينة المقترحة على النماذج والأنظمة وتبين تفوق الأ
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Abstract  

Network security is one of the most serious problems in the world because of the 

continuing increase in malicious activities and networks attacks. The increasing 

use of web services in many systems such as e-government services, banking 

services, E-mail and e-commerce expose these services to several types of 

malicious attacks. Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) are widely used to protect 

information systems and reduce the damage caused by these attacks. Some of 

the malicious activities are still hidden, and there is an urgent need to continue 

in developing new effective and adaptive approach to countermeasure such 

activities. Many studies try to find the best model for IDS to achieve the best 

detection rate and lowest false alarm rate. Various artificial intelligence and data 

mining algorithms have been used in this field such as Clustering algorithms, 

Neural Networks, Naïve Bayes, Decision Tree, etc. IDSs are divided into two main 

types: misuse detection and anomaly detection. The former is used to detect 

known attacks by extracting features from network traffic, matching them to a 

list of signatures, while the latter identifies any anomalous behavior by 

computing deviation from normal behavior. This study proposes a new clustering 

algorithm called IWC-KAP for large-scale data sets. IWC-KAP can directly generate 

K clusters, as specified by the user. It retains the advantages of K-Affinity 

Propagation and Inverse weighted clustering algorithm. Experiments on IWC-KAP 

show that it can generate K clusters directly without any parameter tuning, and 

can cluster large-scale data more efficiently than other related algorithms. 

Moreover, given a specified cluster number, results show that the proposed 

clustering method can significantly reduce the clustering time and produce better 

clustering result in a way that is more effective and accurate than AP, KAP, and 

HAP algorithms. Furthermore, the study used the IWC-KAP to propose two hybrid 

anomaly detection models to improve the performance of intrusion detection 

system in term of detection, accuracy, and false alarm rate. The first model 

combines IWC-KAP Clustering algorithm and Naïve Bayes algorithm. IWC-KAP 

uses to cluster all the data into clusters based on their behavior, such as malicious 

and non-malicious activities. In the second phase, Naïve Bayes classifier uses to 

classify clustered data into correct categories. The second model combines IWC-

KAP algorithm and Decision Tree algorithm instead of Naïve Bayes classifier.  KDD 

Cup '99 dataset is used for training and evaluating the performance of the 

proposed models.  
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Chapter 1  

 Introduction   

With the rapid growth of network technology and using it to transfer sensitive 

information, network security has become a critical problem. Maintaining the security 

of information is technically difficult and costs a lot of money.  

Cyber-attacks are the big threat for our security. Cyber-attacks can move over 

networks and cause damage to data even for those who are browsing the Internet from 

home. Therefore, we must give cyber-attack detection the highest priority in order to 

secure our network. Unauthorized access to files and network, as well as other serious 

security threats can be detected through the use of intrusion detection systems (IDS). 

In modern networks, an IDS is an essential component in network security 

infrastructure along with other components such as access control (ACLs), encryption 

tools, and firewalls. IDS identifies any activity that break the security policy of the 

different areas within the computer environment and network [1,2]. 

An IDS is able to send alerts once an attack is detected so that system administra tors 

can respond and act accordingly. Thus, serious system damage can be reduced 

immediately [3]. 

While building an IDS, many issues must be taken into consideration. The issues 

include data collection, features extraction, intrusion recognition, reporting, and 

response. However, intrusion recognition is the core issue. Audit data are examined 

and compared with detection models, which classify the data to be normal or intrusion, 

so that both successful and unsuccessful intrusion attempts can be identified [2].   

Data mining is the analysis of datasets to detect the underlying models from a set of 

training data and to optimize the data in novel ways that are both understandable and 

useful for the data owner [4]. In fact, the process of automatically constructing models 

from data for intrusion detection is not trivial because of the huge volume of network 

traffic, highly unbalanced attack class distribution, the difficulty to realize decision 

boundaries between normal and intrusion behavior, and requiring continuous 

adaptation to a constantly changing environment [2]. Data mining techniques can be 

used in IDS to classify network connections into normal or intrusion data based on 

labeled training data in misuse detection, and to group similar network connections 

together in clusters according to a given similarity measure in anomaly detection [5,6]. 

Hybrid classifier combines several techniques of data mining, in order to further 

improve the performance of the detection system [7].  

In particular, there are two types of hybrid classifiers. The first type of hybrid 

classifiers is based on a combination of clustering techniques and classificat ion 

techniques, such as 𝐾-means Clustering algorithm and Naive Bayes classifier [8]. The 

second type of hybrid classifier is based on combining various classifiers [9] such as 
Bayesian and K-NN classifiers.  

In the model of the hybrid data mining techniques that combines clustering and 

classification techniques, clustering is used as the first module for pre-classificat ion 
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technique and classification is used later for the final classification task [10,11]. In 

particular, clustering can be used to as data reduction technique by filtering out data 

that is not representative. The data that was not clustered correctly can be considered 

as outlier’s data. Typical data devoid of outliers apply to train the classifier in order to 
get better classification rate. 

 

1.1 Security Fundamentals  

In cyber security, asset, vulnerability, and attack are the fundamental components.  

 

1.1.1 Assets  

An IT asset is any company-owned data and information, System (applications, 

operating systems), Hardware, or Reputation that is used in the course of business 

activities [12,13].   

 

1.1.2 Vulnerabilities  

A vulnerability is a weakness in a system which allows an attacker to damage assets 

[13]. To exploit a vulnerability, an attacker must use at least one applicable to establish 

a connection with the system that comprise the weakness.  

 

1.1.3 Threats  

A threat is the actions that can be used to take advantage of the vulnerability and cause 

a negative impact on the network. The fact that the threat might occur means that those 

actions that could cause damage must be guarded against. Those actions are called 

attacks [14]. So Network attacks are defined as a set of malicious activities that are 

used to exploit vulnerabilities to damage, deny, or destroy service and information in 

computer networks assets. A network attack is executed through the data stream on 

networks and aims to compromise the Availability, Confidentiality or Integrity of the 

networks. The one who executes such activities, or cause them to be executed, are 

called attackers.  

Threats can be categorized in many ways [15,17], an example of categorized ways is 

Microsoft’s STRIDE threat model [16]. STRIDE categorize threats by the damage it 

causes to the assets, as following.  

1. Spoofing identities: The attacker pretends to be somebody else.  

2. Tampering with data: attacker alters data or settings to give him more privileges.  

3. Repudiation: User denies making an attack, spending money. 

4. Information disclosure: loss of information value by disclose to the wrong parties.  

5. Denial of service (DoS): DoS attacks are preventing websites operation. 

6. Elevation of privilege: elevation of privilege refers to illegitimately user gains 

privileges of the root user. 
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Another categorization is used in KDD Cup dataset, the training and testing data 

covers four major categories of attacks [15]:  

1. Denial of Service attacks (DoS): is a class of attacks in which the attacker makes 

computing and memory resources too busy or too full to handle the legal 

requirements, thus denying legitimate users access to the machine [18]. 

2. Remote to Local (User) Attacks (R2L): is a class of attacks in which the attacker 

sends packets to a machine on the network, and then exploits the vulnerability in 

that machine to illegally acquire local access to the machine.  This occurs when 

the attacker – who is able to send packets to the machine on the network, and does 

not have a legitimate account on that machine, exploits some vulnerability to 

acquire access equivalent to a local user on that machine [19]. 

3. User to Root Attacks (U2R): is a class of attacks in which the attacker starts with 

a normal local user access on the system and exploits further vulnerability(s) to 

gain root user access on the system. The attacker who has normal local user access 

on the system can conduct accumulated sniffing passwords, social engineering or 

dictionary attack to gain access to the system as a root [20]. 

4. Probing: is a class of attacks in which the attacker scans the network to find known 

vulnerabilities or to gain information. The attacker probes machines and services 

that are available on the network and use the collected information to exploit 

known vulnerabilities [21]. 

 

The information technology security involves the protection of information assets 

through the prevention, deletion or recovery of assets from security threats and 

vulnerabilities. 

Security is described through the accomplishment of the basic security services 

confidentiality, integrity, and availability (also known as the CIA triad) to counter 

threats upon the systems [14]. 

Data Integrity service ensures that during their transmission the data is not altered by 

unauthorized principles. 

 Confidentiality  

Confidentiality prevents wrong people from reaching sensitive information 

while making sure that the right people can actually get it [22]. In short, 

Confidentiality is roughly equivalent to privacy.  

 Integrity  

Integrity involves maintaining the consistency, accuracy, and truthfulness of 

data or resources. It ensures data was not altered by unauthorized user whils t 

transmission. Integrity includes data integrity (the content of the information) 

and origin integrity (the source of the data, often called authentication) [14].  

 Availability  

Availability refers to the ability to use the information or resource desired 

[14,12]. Availability reflects the reliability of the system as well as the system 

design because of the system that are not available at least as bad as no system 
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at all [14]. The aspect of availability that is relevant to security is that someone 

may deliberately arrange to deny access to data or service by making it 

unavailable. An example of availability attack is the denial of service attacks.  

 

Apart from the above three main properties, there are other properties which may be 

considered part of computer security. These include Authentication, Access control, 

Nonrepudiation, accountability, reliability, fault-tolerance and assurance   

  

1.2 Challenges in Computer Security   

Ideally, a computer system can be made perfectly secure if all the above mentioned 

properties were well satisfied.   However, in reality a perfect security system does not 

exist [22]. Any system can be subjected to break of integrity, confidentiality, and 

availability. Hereby, it declares itself in an insecure situation. To address such issue, it 

is valid to assume that any system will be breached at some point, and therefore, 

detection mechanisms should be placed as part of an overall protection mechanisms 

[22].  

 Protection  

The proactive part of security consists of protecting the asset. The asset must 

be protected to counter any break of integrity, confidentiality or availability. 
[12].   

 Detection  

Unless perfect security system cannot be achieved, it is expected that protection 

measures might not be able to protect assets under all cases. Therefore, 

appropriate detection measures are required. These measures are used to detect 

a potential break of security and their efficacy depends on the time taken to 

detect. Time of detection may differ based on the difference in assets and the 

value of the asset. Another factor that contributes to the efficiency of a 

detection mechanism is the number of false alarms it generates. A false alarm 

may be a false positive or a false negative. The higher the number of false 
alarms, the slower and more expensive the detection process is [12].  

 Response  

Detection process can be extended to include response to a breach. The 

response type differs from situation to another and would depend on the exact 

security requirement. Common response model includes evaluating the 
damage, recovering from the damage, improving with experience, etc [12].  

 

1.3 Intrusion Detection  

Intrusion detection is a type of security management system that attempt to validate 

the integrity, availability or confidentiality of data on computers and networks [12].    

An IDS is a hardware and / or software system that is designed to detect the violat ion 

of a security policy or attempts to disable the system.  
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These violations may be caused by external people from outside an organization (i.e. 

attackers) or by employees inside the same organization (i.e. insiders). Although the 

progress has been made to detect violations by outsiders and insiders, violations are 

still difficult to detect. [12] 

IDS functions by monitoring all network activities in an attempt to detect known or 

unknown attacks [23]. The main objective of IDS is to alarm the system administra tor 

if any suspicious activities take place [24]. Fig 1.1 illustrates the components of an 

IDS.   

 

 

Admin

Internet

Data 
Collection

Data 
preprocessor

Detection 
algorithm

Alert/Report
Intrusion 

Recognition

Response to 
intrusion

Response to intrusion

Admin

 

Figure 1.1 Overview of IDS  

  

The IDS performs its task according to classification and determination rules. The rules 

are split into two main parts: a pre-existing knowledgebase and a set of classificat ion 

algorithms. The pre-existing knowledgebase essentially includes (1) a set of computed 

parameters based on the past network traffic, (2) a set of known and labeled attacks 

events, and (3) a group of data sources. The classification algorithms are essentially 

build based on either Artificial Intelligence, statistical modeling, or a hybrid of both. 

The performance of intrusion detection systems is affected by different factors such as 

the quality of the pre-existing knowledgebase, the robustness of the classificat ion 

algorithms, and the uniqueness of attacks or anomalous events. The pre-existing 

knowledgebase should be updated regularly so that any recently discovered malicious 

codes or attacks can be identified and the classification parameters update accordingly.  

IDS is intended to detect as many types of attacks as possible regardless of the whether 

the source of an attack was from inside or outside an organization. Furthermore, 
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detection should take place with least number of false alarms in the best possible time 

[14].   

 

1.3.1 Motivations behind Intrusion Detection  

Intrusion Detection has received important motivation due to the following reasons: 

[12,25]   

1. If an intrusion is detected instantly, an attack can be identified quickly and 

ejected from the system before any data are compromised or any damage is 

done. Even if the detection is not sufficiently timely to preempt the attacker, 

the sooner that the intrusion is detected, the less the amount of damage done is 

and more recovery can be performed quickly. 

2. A powerful intrusion detection system can work as a deterrent. Alerts can be 

sent to by IDS to network administrator to take the proper action. Additiona lly, 

an IDS is considered the heart of intrusion prevent systems. 

3. Intrusion detection allows the collection of information about intrus ion 

methods that can be used to increase the intrusion prevention facility.   

 

1.3.2 Goals of Intrusion Detection  

Along with the motivations, the goals of intrusion detection can be summarized as 

below [12,14]:   

 Detect several type of intrusions as possible. Insider intrusions, as well as 

outsider intrusions, are of interest. Furthermore, both known and unknown 

attacks should be detected.   

 Detect intrusions opportunely. "Opportunely" here need not be in real time. 

Often, it suffices to detect an intrusion in a short period of time. Real- time 

intrusion detection raises subjects of responsiveness. If every command and 

action must be analyzed before it can be executed, only a very simple analys is 

can be done before the computer (or network) being monitored becomes 

unusable.   

 Present the analysis in an easy to understand and simple format. 

 Detect as much as possible intrusions thereby reduce the number of false 

alarms.  

 

1.3.3 Types of Intrusion Detection  

IDS can be identified by two techniques, anomaly detection and signature-based 

detection (i.e. misuse) [26,27].  

Based on their functionality (classification rule), these techniques can be classified into 

misuse and anomaly detection.  

A misuse detection technique typically can detect known attack by extracting features 

from network traffic, matching them to a list of signatures, as the case in antivirus 

application. When data is passed to the IDS, it applies the rule set in the signature 

database to the data to determine if any sequences of data match any of the rules. If so, 
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it reports that as a possible intrusion in underway. Misuse-based intrusion detection 

systems often use expert systems to analyze the data and apply the rule set [14].  

The weakness of the misuse-based IDS approach is that it fails to identify slow attacks 

that extend over a long period of time. To detect these types of attacks, huge amounts 

of information must be held for long time periods. Another issue is that this type of 

IDS requires updating of the signature database with new signatures data frequently, 

otherwise, it fails to detect unknown attacks if the signature is not in the database [28]. 

To maximize the advantages of misuse and anomaly detection techniques and avoid 

their disadvantages, there are a lot of proposed hybrid approaches in the last years such 

as [28,29]. Fig 1.2 [31] shows a misuse detection system flowchart.  

 

Audit Data System Profile Attack stateRule

Match?

Timing 
Information Add new rules

Modify existing rules

 

Figure 1.2 Misuse Detection Systems [30] 

 

Anomaly-based detection is designed to identify any anomalous behavior by 

computing deviation from normal behavior [31,32]. In this type, observable behaviors 

of a system are used to build models for normal system operation. These behaviors 

may include audit logs, network sensors, system calls, etc. [12].  

Audit Data System Profile Attack state
Statistically

deviant?

Generate new profiles dynamically

Update profile

 

Figure 1.3 Anomaly Detection Systems [30] 

 

There are two assumptions that the attack behavior is rare and it is different from the 

normal behavior [2,33]. However, these assumptions are not always true because of 
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the high degree of similarity between some kinds of normal and intrusions connections, 

this leads to generate large quantities of false alarms. [34]. Fig 1.3 [30] shows Anomaly 

detection system flowchart. 

The main advantage of this type is that it can detect novel attacks. The disadvantages 

of that system are the high false alarm rate and the practical difficulty in defining 

normal behavior pattern [32,35], and the behavior of the users on a networked system 

might not be consistent enough to effectively implement that IDS [13]. However, its 

major difficulty lies in discovering boundaries between normal and attack behavior, 

due to the deficiency of attack samples in the training phase [2].   

The Anomaly-based detection is identified by three different models; threshold-based, 

profile-based, and Markov model [38,14]. The first model uses a threshold metric. This 

model measures the frequency of anomalous events in a specified period [32]. The 

count of events that occur over a period of time determines the alarm be raised if fewer 

then m or more than n events occur  

The second model is profile-based, this model focuses on the analysis of the current or 

the historical user behavior and detects any outlier values based on a series of measures 

as standard deviation, median, mean, or interval estimates of various user activity-

related parameters and variables (e.g., the types of protocol, the connection statuses, 

the login time zone, and the length of connections) [32]. This model provides more 

flexibility than the threshold model. Administrators can tune it to distinguish better 

than the threshold model. But complexity comes at the expense of flexibility. In 

particular, an explicit assumption is that the behavior of processes, and users, can be 

statistically modeled. If this behavior matches a statistical distribution (such as normal 

distribution or Gaussian), determining the parameters requires experimental data that 

can be obtained from the system. But if not, the analysts require other techniques such 

as clustering to determine the characteristics and the values that indicate anomaly 

behavior [14]. 

The third model is a Markov model. It examines the system at any given time. Events 

leading up to that time had put the system in a particular state. When the next event 

occurs, the system moves to a new state. Over time, a set of transition probabilities can 

be developed. When the event that causes the lowest probability transition happen, the 

event is considered anomalous. This model suggests that the concept of "state" or past 

history, can be used to detect anomalies. Now the anomalies are no longer dependent 

on the statistics of the occurrence of individual events but it depends on sequences of 
events [12]. 

IDS can also be classified according to protected system to host-based (HIDS), 

network-based (NIDS), and Hybrid system(HID). The main function of HIDS is 

internal monitoring (within a computer or machine). HIDS detect malicious activity 

and warn administrators correspondingly. NIDS is used to monitor and analyze 

network traffic to protect a system from network-based threats. A NIDS operate on 

network segments and analyze that segment’s traffic. When threats are discovered, 

based on its severity, the system can take action such as notifying administrators. HID 

use a combination of both HIDS and NIDS, so it provides more flexibility and security 
to a system [37].  
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1.4 Thesis Contribution  

Various data mining techniques were proposed in recent years for building IDS. The 

proposed techniques were trying to find the optimal accuracy, detection, and false 
alarm rate. 

This research proposes a new clustering algorithm called IWC-KAP for large-scale 
data sets. IWC-KAP can directly generate K clusters as specified by the user. It retains 
the advantages of K-Affinity Propagation (KAP) [38] and Inverse weighted clustering 

algorithm IWC [39]. IWC-KAP suggests two mechanisms for splitting data into 
subsets and then applies the KAP algorithm on each subset to find the local exemplars. 

IWC algorithm is applied on all local exemplars to find a specific number of global 
exemplars; then all the data points are re-clustered into new clusters by the global 
exemplars. Experiments on IWC-KAP show that it can generate K clusters directly 

without any parameter tuning, and can cluster large-scale data more efficiently than 
other related algorithms and reduce the clustering time.  

Then the research proposes two hybrid anomaly detection contributions depend on the 
IWC-KAP. First a hybrid learning approach based on the combination of IWC-KAP 
Clustering with Naïve Bayes Classifier (NB) [40] or Naïve Bayes Multinomial (NB 

Multinomial) [41].  IWC-KAP Clustering is used to cluster all data into groups based 
on its behaviour such as malicious and non-malicious activity. In the second stage, 

Naïve Bayes Classifier is used to classify clustered data into correct categories. The 
second model is hybrid IDS using a new combination of IWC-KAP Clustering, with 
Decision Tree Classifier (DT) [42] instead of NB. The improvement that the proposed 

models achieve is due to combining clustering and classification together. Clustering 
has significant advantages over classification techniques and helps to identify the 

group of data that behave similarly. The proposed approached shows significant 
improvement in detection rate accuracy, and false alarm rate compared to other 
approaches.  

The proposed models in this study are evaluated over a real network connections data 

which are generated from the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) 

network connections. Data were prepared by ACM Special Interest Group on 

Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining in the Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining 

1999 (KDD Cup ‘99) contest. KDD Cup dataset suffers from some problems [15], 

KDD Cup is imbalanced and contains redundant connections and this cause the 

learning algorithms and the evaluation results to be biased towards the frequent 

records. We evaluate the proposed models using 10% KDD Cup (a reduced version) 

dataset.  

  

1.5 Thesis Organization  

The study is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses related work and theoretical 

background that make use of artificial intelligence algorithms in the field of IDS. 

Chapter 3 presents the proposed clustering and IDS models. Chapter 4 shows and 

discusses the experimental results. Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes the study and 

discusses future work.  
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Chapter 2  

Background  

This chapter takes a fast review to previous works in the field of IDS and 

discusses a background about artificial intelligence algorithms used in this study.   

 

2.1 Literature Review  

Most of artificial intelligence and data mining techniques has been introduced 

to develop intrusion detection systems, researchers in this field concentrating in using 

clustering algorithm or one of its improved versions and apply it to IDS, recent 

researches uses combinations models of artificial intelligence and data mining 

techniques to get improvement in performance (detection rate, accuracy, and false 

alarm).  Firstly, we present samples of previous work of Affinity Propagation 

Clustering models then we present samples of previous work for hybrid IDS models.  

  

2.1.1 Affinity Propagation Clustering 

Affinity Propagation clustering algorithm [43,45] is based on passing messages 

between data points. Each data point receives availability a(i,j) message from the 

exemplars (members of the input set that are representative of clusters) and sends a 

responsibility r(i,j) to the example. The AP messages take into account different kind 

of competition. The availability message that is sent from candidate exemplar j to point 

i, reflects the accumulated evidence of how close point i to point j, while taking into 

account that point j may be an exemplar for other points. The responsibility message 

that is sent from data point i to candidate exemplar point j, reflects the accumulated 

evidence of how well-suited data point j is to serve as the exemplar for data point i, 

and taking into consideration other possible exemplars for point i. The input of the AP 

is a matrix of similarities between pairs of data points S= (s(i,j)), and the output is 

cluster exemplars of all data points and relationships between each point and its 

cluster’s exemplar. The similarity function s(i,j) in the similarity matrix indicates how 

well the data point j is suitable to be the exemplar of a data point with index i.  The 

diagonal element of the similarity matrix S(k,k) indicates the ‘preference’ of data point 

with index k, so exemplars are that data points with larger values of S(k,k). 

The steps of the AP algorithm are as shown in Algorithm 2.1. 

 

 

Algorithm 2.1 AP algorithm steps 

1: Initialization the availabilities matrix to zero 𝑎(𝑖, 𝑘) = 0    

     𝑘 is the number of exemplars  

    𝑖 ∈ {1,2, … . . , 𝑛}    

   𝑛 is the number of data points 
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2: Update the responsibilities by the following equation. 

     𝑟(𝑖,𝑘) = 𝑠(𝑖, 𝑘) + max
𝑘′≠𝑘

{𝑎(𝑖, 𝑘’) + 𝑠(𝑖, 𝑘’)}    

    where s is the similarity matrix between the data points. 

3: Update the availabilities matrix    

     𝑎(𝑖, 𝑘) = min{0, 𝑟(𝑘, 𝑘) + ∑ max{0,𝑟(𝑖 ′ ,𝑘)}

𝑖’ ∉ {𝑖 ,𝑘} 

}  

    Update self-availability by  

    𝑎(𝑘,𝑘) = ∑ max{0, 𝑟(𝑖 ′,𝑘)}

𝑖’ ∉ {𝑖,𝑘} 

 

4: Find 𝑠𝑢𝑚 =  𝑎(𝑖, 𝑘) + 𝑟(𝑖, 𝑘)  for each point 𝑖 and the exemplar 𝑘 that maximize 

the sum. 

5: For fixed number of iterations If exemplars do not change go to step (6) else go to 

Step (1) 

6: Assign the data points to its exemplars based on the maximum similarity to find 

clusters 

 

 

Multi-exemplar Affinity Propagation (MEAP) [46] proposed an extension of the 

single-exemplar model to a multi-exemplar one. MEAP can identify exemplars and a 

superexemplar for each cluster automatically. Each data point assigned to the most 

suitable exemplar and each exemplar assigned to the most suitable superexemplar. The 

superexemplar is defined as an exemplar that best represents the exemplars belonging 

to the corresponding cluster. The objective of the MEAP is to maximize the sum of all 

similarities between data points and the corresponding exemplars, plus the sum of all 

linkages between exemplars and the corresponding superexemplars. However, if the 

cluster number is prior knowledge, MEAP would not be able to make use of such 

knowledge directly in its learning process. Instead, it has to rely on re-running the 

process as many times as it takes by tuning parameters until it generates the desired 

number of clusters. It also consumes a large amount of time and memory while 

processing large-scale data. 

 

Adaptive Affinity Propagation (AAP) [47] was proposed as a model to overcome the 

drawback of AP that is related to knowing the value of the parameter preference, and 

tries to produce an optimal clustering solution. AAP firstly finds out a range of 
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preference, then searches the space of preference to find a good value, which can 

optimize the clustering result.  

 

KAP [38] was modified to generate a given number of an optimal set of exemplars 

through Affinity Propagation. KAP can generate K clusters as the user specifies by 

adding one constraint in the process of message passing to confine the number of 

clusters to be K while keeping all AP advantages in clustering. Another advantage of 

KAP over AP is the confidence in one data item to be an exemplar is automatica lly 

self-adapted by KAP while the confidence in AP is a parameter specified by a user. 

Moreover, the computational cost overhead compared to AP is negligible. However, 

the limitations of clustering large-scale data are still existing as in AP. It still consumes 

time and memory while processing large-scale data. 

 

Hierarchical Affinity Propagation (HAP) was the first algorithm to use AP algorith m 

on large-scale data [48]. HAP proposed an improved hierarchical AP cluster ing 

algorithm. The algorithm achieves efficient, accurate and no predefined parameter 

large-scale data clustering by applying hierarchical selection and partitioned 

clustering. In a hierarchical selection, AP algorithm is executed for each subgroup 

according to; firstly, finding well suited local exemplars for clusters in each subgroup. 

Secondly, AP is executed on all the local exemplars to find the global exemplars for 

all the data. In partitioned clustering, all of the data points are partitioned once again 

into new clusters by the global exemplars. One of the drawbacks of HAP is that when 

the number of clusters K is available, HAP, just like AP, cannot generate specified 

number of clusters directly. The second drawback of HAP is the time and memory 

consumption that comes as a result of using AP in finding the global exemplars.  

 

2.1.2 hybrid IDS 

Bouzida et al [49] compare the Decision Tree Classifier with and without principa l 

component analysis, a mathematical procedure that transforms a number of possibly 

correlated variables into a smaller number of uncorrelated variables called principa l 

components. They reduced computation time on KDD ‘99 dataset by a factor of 

approximately thirty, with a slight loss of overall accuracy from 92.60% to 92.05%.  

Bouzida et al [50] concluded that while Neural Network is very interesting for 

generalization and very bad for detection of new attacks, Decision Tree Classifier have 

proven efficiency in both new attacks detection and generalization. 

 Tsai et al [51] proposed a hybrid learning model based on the Triangle Area-based 

Nearest Neighbors (TANN) which consists of K-means Clustering and K-Nearest 

Neighbors (K-NN) Classifier to effectively detect attacks. Initially, K-means 

Clustering is performed to cluster the training data to a cluster that represents one 

particular category of attacks, and then the K-NN Classifier is applied. Even though 

the proposed model has a high detection rate at 98.95%, but it came with a high false 

alarm rate at 3.83%. 
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Yassin et al [52] proposed a hybrid Intrusion Detection learning model based on K-

means Clustering and One-R Classifier (KM+1R). The main solution is to break up 

the instances between the normal data and the attacks with a first step in a different 

cluster. Then, the clusters are variant into DoS, R2L, U2R, Probe attacks, or Normal. 

The KM+1R performance was measured using KDD Cup ’99 datasets. KM+1R hybrid 

approach ascertains accuracy rate 99.26% and detection rate at 99.33%, but it still has 

a low false alarm rate at 2.73%. 

Yassin et al [53] proposed hybrid Intrusion Detection learning model based on K-

means Clustering and Naïve Bayes Classifier (KM+NB). They used the ISCX 2012 

dataset to evaluate the performance of the proposed model. They concluded that the 

KM+NB had highly enhanced the accuracy rate by 99% and detection rate at 98.8%, 

while decreased the false alarm rate to 2.2%.  

Purohit et al [54] proposed a hybrid Intrusion Detection learning model based on K-

means Clustering, Naïve Bayes, and Decision Table majority approaches to improve 

the accuracy rate, detection rate, and false alarm. K-means clustering perform as a pre-

classification to cluster a similar behavior of data in a single cluster. Next, the Naïve 

Bayes Classifier classified the clustered data into normal and abnormal classes to 

reduce the amount of misclassified results during the clustering stage. Then, the 

classified data pass into Decision Table majority for the successful progression. This 

model evaluated with KDD Cup '99 dataset. However, no result reported on this work.  

Golmah [55] proposed an efficient hybrid Intrusion Detection learning model based 

on C5.0 Decision Tree and SVM Classifier. This model used DARPA dataset in the 

evaluation. This model achieves better performance compared to the individual SVM. 

Kim et al [56] proposed a hybrid Intrusion Detection learning model hierarchica l ly 

integrates a misuse detection and anomaly detection in a decomposed structure. The 

C4.5 Decision Tree Classifier used to build misuse detection model. This model used 

to decompose the normal training data into smaller subsets. The one-class SVM is used 

to create anomaly detection for the decomposed region. C4.5 Decision Tree does not 

form a cluster, which can degrade the profiling ability. 

Khosronejad et al [28] proposed a hybrid Intrusion Detection learning model for 

anomaly detection based on Hidden Markov Models and C5.0 Classifier. This model 

achieves better accuracy in comparison to the HMM and reduces the limitations of 

HMM algorithm. 

Ghanem et al [57] proposed a hybrid Intrusion Detection learning model based on 

multi-start metaheuristic method and genetic algorithm. This model used for anomaly 

detection in large-scale datasets. It has taken inspiration of negative selection based 

detector generation. This approach achieves a better accuracy in generating a suitable 

number of detectors compared to the other approaches as J48 Decision Tree, Naïve 

Bayes, Bayes Network, Bayesian Logistic Regression, Multilayer Feedback Neural 

Network, and Radial Basis Function Network.  

Muniyandi et al [58] proposed an efficient hybrid Intrusion Detection learning model 

based on K-means and C4.5 Decision Tree Classifier. In this approach, initially K-

means Clustering used to partition the training dataset into clusters. Then, C4.5 
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Classifier used to build the Decision Tree for each cluster. The C4.5 Classifier created 

rules that used to detect intrusion events. The test phase is implemented in two stages. 

In the first stage, finding the closest cluster for each instance using K-means. In the 

second stage, the Decision Tree corresponding to the closest cluster is selected to 

detect the class of the instance. In this work, K-means still have some shortcomings, 

such as the clustering output mainly depends on the selection of initial class centers. 

Also, clustering result does not include all class instances possibilities. This model has 

the accuracy rate at 90.17% and detection rate at 81.77%. 

However, Al-Yaseen et al [59] proposed an efficient hybrid Intrusion Detection 

learning model based on modified K-means and the C4.5 Decision Tree Classifier. In 

this approach, the work depends on the proposed in [30] with a modification for K-

means that adopted for choosing the initial centroids of clusters. This model has the 

accuracy rate at 90.22% and detection rate at 83.94%. 

Tsai et al [60] introduced K-Means Clustering to cluster data instances into k-clusters. 

Then, a new dataset, which consists of the centers of clusters, is trained using Support 

Vector Machine (SVM). This approach gives high accuracy rate and high detection 

rate for almost all types of attacks, but it also produces high false alarm rate.   

Gang et al [61] proposed a new approach to intrusion detection using Artificial Neural 

Networks and Fuzzy Clustering (FC-ANN). Fuzzy Clustering is applied to generate 

different subsets before being trained in different ANN models to develop different 

models. After that, a fuzzy aggregation module is used for result aggregation. Each 

subset of the training set has less complexity through the use of Fuzzy Clustering. This 

allows ANN to learn each subset more deeply to detect low-frequency attacks such as 

R2L and U2R attacks. However, compared to Naïve Bayes Classifier, this approach 

led to a lower detection rate in Probe attacks.  

Tsuruokaand et al [52] proposed an approach that combined the Naïve Bayes Classifier 

with well-established Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm to exploit the 

unlabeled data. That approach introduced a class distribution constraint on the process 

of EM algorithm. This constraint maintains the class distribution of the unlabeled data 

consistent with the true distribution of the labeled data. Hence, it prevents EM 

algorithm convergence to an undesirable state. 

Farid et al [62] proposed a new adaptive network intrusion detection algorithm that 

use Naïve Bayes Classifier and Decision Tree. The proposed algorithm reduces false 

positives and performs high detection rates for different types of network intrus ions 

using limited computational resources. 

Cao et al [63] proposed combining Radial Basis Function Neural Network proposed 

in [61] and Artificial Immune Network algorithm. This paper, firstly employed 

multiple granularities artificial immune network algorithm to get a hidden neuron 

candidate. Then a cosine Radial Basis Function neural network is trained based on 

gradient descent learning process, achieving accuracy ability and significant pattern 

classification. Experimental results indicate that the proposed approach performs 

reasonable detection rate, but could be improved. 
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Shaohua et al [64] proposed intrusion detection based on Fuzzy SVMs (FSVM) to 

improve the classification accuracy. The aim of the clustering algorithm is to construct 

a new training set using clusters centers and then using FSVM to obtain a support 

vector from the new sets. Although experimental results indicate that the proposed 

method has increased the accuracy rate, yet the accuracy rate is not acceptable.     

Amiri et al [65] used a feature selection method to delete unimportant features to 

improve existing classifiers' performance that have heavy computational challenges 

for large datasets. Thus, this work introduced an improved Least Squares Support 

Vector Machine (PLSSVM). PLSSVM has a good result in classifying Normal and 

Probe, but a large number of dynamic attacks such as DOS and U2R were not detected 

because their behavior is very similar to normal behavior.    

Horng et al [66] proposed SVM-based IDS with preprocessing phase using Balanced 

Iterative Reducing and Clustering Using Hierarchies (BIRCH) as feature selection 

procedure to delete the unimportant features. BIRCH algorithm improves the 

performance of SVM while simple feature selection procedure enabled SVM model 

to classify some data correctly. Although this method has a good result in some data, 

but it could not make a significant difference between Normal and R2L data. The 

prediction rate of this category dropped dramatically.   

Huy Anh et al [67] proposed an evaluation of a comprehensive set of classifiers to 

detect the four attacks that existed in the KDD data set. The best classifier for each 

attack and two appropriate classifiers are proposed for their selected models. 

Nevertheless, it can improve the detection rate of R2L attacks.  

Meera et al [68] proposed the best classifier for each category of attacks by the 

evaluation of a wide range of different classifiers using the KDD dataset. However, 

there is no false alarm and detection rate reported by the author.   

Muda et al [8] proposed a hybrid learning approach that combined K-Means clustering 

and Naïve Bayes classifier to improve accuracy and detection rate. The proposed 

approach clusters similar data instances based on their features by using a K-Means 

clustering. Next, it uses Naïve Bayes classifier to classify the clustering result into 

attack classes as a final classification task. Experimental results indicate that the 

proposed approach performs reasonable detection rate, but could be improved. 

In short, various techniques have been proposed in the field of intrusion detection, but 

there is still room to improve detection rate and accuracy, and reducing false alarm 

rate.  

 

2.2 Decision Tree 

The Decision Tree is a classification technique where each dataset attribute is tried to 

classify in user-defined classes or types [42].  

The input attributes of the decision tree can be continuous or discrete, depending on 

the needs of the user, also the output value continuous or discrete. For example, 

someone may divide network packet whether it is only attack or normal without 

considering attack type, while other may divide it with respect to attack types then the 

output will be specific attack type and normal. With considering whether the packet is 
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an attack or not the output will be a Boolean value like TRUE/FALSE. Decision Tree 

is easy to understand and visualize, making its explanation for the resulting value 

easily explained by Boolean logic. [69]  

A simple way to construct decision tree as shown in Fig 2.1. The Decision Tree is 

defined [40] using Decision Tree learning algorithm. The major step includes choosing 

an attribute from the attributes, adding the best attribute at each level of the tree. A 

tree begins with the question “which is the attribute should be tested at the root of the 

tree?”. The choosing attribute is totally depending on how that attribute able to do the 

classification of examples. A perfect attribute is the one that divides the examples in 

the user-specified classes. A useless attribute leaves the example sets with roughly the 

same proportion of specified classes. Here every internal is acts as a test. First best 

attribute acts as the root node of a tree. A descendant of the root node is then created 

by using best attribute for a dividing dataset of the appropriate descendant node. The 

entire process is then repeated so that all examples get classified as per need. 

 

Furry?

Scaly?Mammal

Reptile Snail

 

Figure 2.1 Decision tree diagram 

 

 2.2.1 J48 Decision Tree  

J48 is a Java implementation of the C4.5 algorithm in the WEKA which is an open 

source data mining tool [70] 

J48 is one of the most famous classification algorithms in data mining. It operates in a 

divide and conquer manner, which partitions recursively all training data based on its 

attributes as the stop conditions are met. [71,72] The J48 consists of nodes, edges, and 

leaves. Each J48 node has its corresponding data set; this specifies the attribute for 

better split the data set into its classes. Each node has several edges that specify value 
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ranges or possible values of the selected attributes on the node. According to the 

specifications of the edges the node’s data set is divided into subsets, and for each data 

subset the J48 creates a child node and repeats the dividing process. When the node 

follows the stopping rules because no future distinguishing attribute can be 

determined, or it contains homogeneous data sets, J48 ends the demarcation process 

and the node is labeled as follows the class name of the data set. [71] The labeled node 

is called as a leave node. In this way, the J48 partitions the training data set recursive ly 

and creates a tree-like structure.  

The primary decision tree algorithms issue is to locate the attribute that best splits the 

data set into corresponding classes. J48 generates decision trees by training data sets 

using the information entropy concept. In other words; it is based on the highest gain 

of each attribute. Information gain is calculated using:  

𝐼𝐺(𝑆, 𝐴) = 𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦(𝑆) − ∑
𝑆𝑖

𝑆

𝑛

𝑖=1

× 𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦(𝑆𝑖)        (2.1) 

 

Where IG (S, A) is the information gain of set S after a split over the A attribute, 

Entropy(S) is the set S information entropy, n is the number of different values of 

attribute A in S, A is the proportion of items possessing Ai is the value for A in S, Ai 

is the i th possible value of A, and Si is a subset of S containing all items where the 

value of attribute A is Ai. The entropy is obtained as follows:  

𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦(𝑗) = ∑ 𝑓𝑠(𝑗) − log2 𝑓𝑠(𝑗) 

𝑛

𝑗 =1

                            (2.2) 

 

Where fs(j) is the proportion of the value j in the set S, n is the number of different 

values of the feature in S (entropy is computed for one chosen attribute). After creating 

the tree by maximizing the gain, J48 decomposes the data space such that individua l 

decomposed regions become homogeneous. Then, J48 performs the final pruning step. 

This action reduces the misclassification caused by specializations througho ut training 

set. Thus, it makes the tree more general. 

 

2.2.2 J48-Graft algorithm  

J48-Graft algorithm generates a grafted decision tree from the J48 algorithm. Unlike 

the J48, the grafting technique is an inductive process that adds nodes to inferred 

decision trees to reduce prediction errors. The J48-Graft algorithm classifies region of 

the multidimensional space of attributes not occupied by the training examples [73]. 

This process is often shown to improve predictive accuracy. A special analysis could 

suggest that the decision tree grafting is the direct reverse of pruning. Instead, it is 

claimed that the two processes are complementary. This is because, as the standard 

tree growing techniques, pruning uses only local information, whereas grafting uses 

non-local information. The use of both grafting and pruning together is demonstrated 
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to provide the best overall predictive accuracy over a representative selection of 

learning tasks [74]. 

 

2.3 Naïve Bayes and Multinomial Naïve Bayes  

Naïve Bayes Classifier [40] is a simple constructing classifiers technique. Naïve Bayes 

Classifier assigns class labels to feature vector values. The class labels are drawn from 

a limited range. It is not a unique algorithm for training such classifiers, but a family 

of algorithms based on a common principle [75]. For some types of models of 

possibilities, Naïve Bayes Classifiers can be trained with high efficiency with 

supervised learning setting. In many practical applications, maximum likelihood 

method used for parameter estimation in Naïve Bayes models. In other words, you can 

work with Naïve Bayes models without accepting or using any Bayesian method. 

Naïve Bayes Classifiers advantage is that it requires only a small amount of training 

data to estimate the classification parameters. 

All Naïve Bayes Classifiers assume that each of the features it uses are conditiona lly 

independent of the value of any other feature. More formally, for calculating the 

probability of observing features f1 through fn given some class c, under the Naïve 

Bayes assumption the following holds: 

 

p(f1,...,fn|c)=∏ 𝑝(𝑓𝑖|𝑐)𝑛
𝑖=1                       (2.3) 

 

This means that by using a Naïve Bayes model to classify a new example, the posterior 

probability is much simpler to work with: 

 

p(c|f1,...,fn)∝ p(c)p(f1|c)...p(fn|c)      (2.4) 

 

Of course, these assumptions of independence are rarely true. However, practice Naïve 

Bayes models performed surprisingly, even on complex tasks where it is clear that 

strong independence assumptions are false. 

So far we have said nothing about the distribution of each function. In other words, 

what is left p(fi|c) undefined. In the Multinomial Naïve Bayes Classifier [41] each 

p(fi|c) is a multinomial distribution, rather than some other distribution. This works 

well for data that can easily be turned into counts.  

In summary, the difference between Naïve Bayes Classifier and Multinomial Naïve 

Bayes Classifier is that, Naïve Bayes Classifier is a general term that refers to 

conditional independence of each of the features in the model, while Multinomia l 

Naïve Bayes Classifier is a specific instance of a Naïve Bayes Classifier that uses a 

multinomial distribution for each of the features. 
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Chapter 3  

Proposed Frameworks   

In this chapter, we present the contributions. The details are shown 

in the rest of this chapter.  

 

 3.1 Clustering Proposed Frameworks   

 3.1.1 The basic idea of the IWC-KAP clustering algorithm 

The IWC-KAP clustering algorithm depends on KAP Clustering algorithm to achieve 

efficient and accurate clustering result for large-scale data where the number of 

clusters is known. The basic idea of the algorithm is that, data set is divided into several 

subsets, each of which can be efficiently clustered by the KAP algorithm. The resulting 

subsets exemplars are clustered through the proposed IWC algorithm [39] to get a 

specific number of global exemplars, and then each data point is clustered to its 

exemplar. This process is divided into four steps: 

 

Step 1: data partition 

The entire data points of the data set are split into several small subsets that can be 

efficiently clustered using KAP. Two methods have been used in this step to divide 

the data. In the first method, data is divided randomly into n subsets, in the second 

method, data is divided using the K-means algorithm. Through this step, the KAP 

clustering algorithm is directly applied on a large-scale data set. 

 

Step 2: using KAP algorithm 

The KAP algorithm is executed on each subset to select well-suited specific number 

of exemplars for each subset. The selection depends on the known clusters number of 

the data set and leads to obtaining the local optimal exemplars. 

 

Step 3: find global exemplars and grouping data  

IWC algorithm is used to find cluster centers from the all-local optimal exemplars. The 

selected cluster centers of the entire data set are called global exemplars.  

 

Step4: 

Each data point is grouped into its cluster by finding its global exemplar using 

similarities between each data point and all global exemplars as in K-means clustering. 

Each data point will fit into its cluster as indicated by its maximal similarity. 

The above-mentioned steps are well-described into the following two algorithms. In 

the algorithm, 3.1 data is divided randomly into n subsets, in the second method, while 

in the algorithm, 3.2 data is divided using the K-means algorithm. 
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Algorithm 3.1  

1: The data set 𝐷  divided into 𝑘  partitions randomly, denoted as 𝐷1, 𝐷2,… . , 𝐷𝑘  

 where 𝑘 is the number of partitions 

𝐷1 ∩ 𝐷2 ∩ … .∩ 𝐷𝑘 = ∅ 

𝐷1 ∪ 𝐷2 ∪ … .∪ 𝐷𝑘 = 𝐷 

2:  For each partition 𝐷𝑖, the KAP algorithm is performed to select the 𝑛 number of 

local exemplar set of this partition, denoted as 𝐸𝑖. Where 𝑛 is the number of clusters  

3: Exemplars of all the partitions create a new data set, denoted as: 

𝐸 = 𝐸1 ∪ 𝐸2 ∪ … .∪ 𝐸𝑘. 

IWC will be used on the data set E to select the global exemplars of the entire data 

set, denoted as 𝐸𝑔1,𝐸𝑔2, … . , 𝐸𝑔𝑛. Each exemplar 𝐸𝑔𝑖 (1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛) will be regarded 

as a centroid of cluster 𝐶𝑖, which is  𝐶𝑖 = { 𝐸𝑔𝑖 }. 

 

4: For each point di in data set 𝐷 the similarities between 𝑑𝑖 and each exemplar 𝐸𝑔𝑖, 
denoted as sim(𝑑𝑖 ; 𝐸𝑔𝑖), are compared to find the exemplar point m with the 

maximal similarity. 

𝑚 = max
𝑗

𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑑𝑖; 𝑐𝑗) 

𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝐶𝑚 = 𝐶𝑚 ∪ {𝑑𝑖} 

 

5: Return the clustering result  

𝐷 = 𝐶1 ∪ 𝐶2 ∪ … ..  ∪ 𝐶𝑛 

 

 

 

Algorithm 3.2  

1: The data set 𝐷  divided into 𝑘  partitions using K-means algorithm to cluster data 

to initial 𝑘 clusters, 𝑘 clusters denoted as 𝐷1, 𝐷2, … . ,𝐷𝑘  

 where 𝑘 is the number of partitions 

𝐷1 ∩ 𝐷2 ∩ … .∩ 𝐷𝑘 = ∅ 

𝐷1 ∪ 𝐷2 ∪ … .∪ 𝐷𝑘 = 𝐷 

2:  For each partition 𝐷𝑖, the KAP algorithm is performed to select the 𝑛 number of 

local exemplar set of this partition, denoted as 𝐸𝑖. Where 𝑛 is the number of clusters  

3: Exemplars of all the partitions create a new data set, denoted as: 
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𝐸 = 𝐸1 ∪ 𝐸2 ∪ … .∪ 𝐸𝑘. 

IWC will be used on the data set E to select the global exemplars of the entire data 

set, denoted as 𝐸𝑔1,𝐸𝑔2, … . , 𝐸𝑔𝑛. Each exemplar 𝐸𝑔𝑖 (1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛) will be regarded 

as a centroid of cluster 𝐶𝑖, which is  𝐶𝑖 = { 𝐸𝑔𝑖 }. 

 

4: For each point di in data set 𝐷 the similarities between 𝑑𝑖 and each exemplar 𝐸𝑔𝑖, 
denoted as sim(𝑑𝑖 ; 𝐸𝑔𝑖), are compared to find the exemplar point m with the 

maximal similarity. 

𝑚 = max
𝑗

𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑑𝑖; 𝑐𝑗) 

𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝐶𝑚 = 𝐶𝑚 ∪ {𝑑𝑖} 

 

5: Return the clustering result  

𝐷 = 𝐶1 ∪ 𝐶2 ∪ … ..  ∪ 𝐶𝑛 

 

 

 

3.1.2 Key issues in the proposed algorithm 

The Choosing partition size should address for the implementation of the algorithm.  

The Choosing partition size: due to the limitations in time and memory consumption, 

the partition size should be decided by both the executing efficiency and the clustering 

result of the algorithm. 

To get better results, the partitions of the data set should be a representative subset of 

the real data set. Usually, the bigger the partition size is, the better the representation 

of data will be, as well as the result of KAP. However, due to the memory and time 

consumption in KAP, the small partition size is preferred. Therefore, for proposed 

method 1 neither big nor small partition size would lead to better the results. The 

choice of the partition size should be based on; application’s specific demands for the 

clustering result, the efficiency of the clustering algorithm, and the characteristics of 

the data set that will be clustered. Furthermore, well-divided partitions ensure that each 

partition is a good representation of the entire data set. For proposed method 2, the K-

means algorithm can produce well-divided partitions that can be a good representation 

of the entire data set. 

 

3.2 IDS Proposed Frameworks  

In this section we present two hybrid IDS contributions; the first is using IWC-KAP 

Clustering with Naïve Bayes. The other is using IWC-KAP Clustering with Decision 

Tree. 
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Figure 3.1 Proposed hybrid model IDS 

 

Fig 3.1 shows the block diagram for the proposed framework. There are two phases in 

the framework: the clustering phase and the classification phase. After preprocessing 

the training data, the clustering algorithm cluster the data to k cluster. Then the 

corresponding classifier is built for each cluster.  In the testing, network traffic is 

captured by the network sensors and fed to the IDS detector after being preprocessed. 

The IDS detector determines the relative cluster for the connection then apply the 

corresponding classifier for that cluster. The IDS detector raises an alarm if any 

connection classified as intrusion pattern. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show the training and 

testing processes, respectively. The details for each model are shown in the rest of this 

section. 
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    Figure 3.2 Training process of the proposed IDS 
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Figure 3.3 Testing process of the proposed IDS 
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3..2.1 IDS using IWC-KAP and Naïve Bayes  

While anomaly learning approaches can achieve high detection rate, false 

alarms rate is still high. This work is a combination of clustering and classifica t ion 

techniques that aim at maintaining the high detection rate and accuracy while reducing 

false alarm rate as much as possible.   

IWC-KAP clustering is used as a pre-classification for the first stage in the proposed 

hybrid learning approach, to cluster similar data instances based on its behaviours. The 

basic idea of the IWC-KAP clustering is that the data set is divided into several subsets, 

each of which can be efficiently clustered by KAP. The resulting subsets exemplars 

are clustered through the IWC algorithm [39] to get a specific number of global 

exemplars, and then each data point has clustered to its exemplars.  

 Next, for the second stage clustered data will be classified using Naïve Bayes 

Classifier into attack classes. Thus, the data that have been misclassified during the 

first stage may be correctly classified in the second stage. 

Network intrusion data is divided into four classes; Probe, DoS, U2R, and R2L, in 

addition to the normal data class. 

The main goal for using IWC-KAP clustering is to split data into 5 classes. IWC-KAP 

clustering method identifies a set of 'exemplars' that represents the data set and 

partitions input data set into k-clusters. IWC-KAP attempt to find the exemplars that 

maximize the net similarity between each cluster. This work chooses the number of 

cluster k = 5 in order to cluster the data into five clusters (C1, C2, C3, C4, C5). 

A lot of clustering algorithms including IWC-KAP are unable to cluster correctly 

intrusion instances and normal instances because some of attacks behaviors are similar 

in intrusion instances and normal instances. To improve the shortcoming of the 

clustering algorithms, this work combined the IWC-KAP algorithms with Naïve Bayes 

Classifier. In data mining, Naïve Bayes has become one of the popular, effic ient 

classification algorithms [76]. Naïve Bayes analyzes the relationship between 

dependent variable and the independent variable to derive a conditional probability for 
each relationship. 

Using Bayes Theorem:   

 

𝑃(𝐻|𝑋) =
 𝑃(𝑋|𝐻) ×𝑃(𝐻)

𝑃(𝑋)
                  (3.1) 

 

Where X is the data record.  

H is some hypothesis represents X data record that belongs to a specified class C. 

P(H|X) is the probability that the hypothesis H holds, given the observed data record 

X.  

P(H) is the prior probability that is independent of X.  
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P(X|H) the posterior probability of X conditioned on H. 

For stage 2, Naïve Bayes Classifier has been used to classify all data from stage1 into 

more specific class. Five classes (C1 = Normal, C2 = DoS, C3 = Probe, C4 = R2L, and 

C5 = U2R) are considered. Given X, we can predict C1, C2, C3, C4, and C5. by Bayes 

rule in (3.2).   

 

𝑃(𝐶𝑖|𝑋) =
P(X|Ci)×P(Ci)

𝑃(𝑋)
                  (3.2) 

 

Where Ci is the classes category and X is the data record. X may be divided into pieces 

of instances, say x1, x2, ..., xn that are related to the attributes X1, X2, ..., XN, 

respectively. 

The probability obtained is shown in (3.3).  

 

 

𝑃(𝐶𝑖|𝑋) =
P(𝑋1|Ci)×P(𝑋2|Ci)…×P(𝑋𝑛|Ci)×P(Ci)

𝑃(𝑋)
   (3.3) 

However, having strong dependencies among attributes may result in poor 

performance. So this work uses IWC-KAP clustering algorithms to improve the 

constraint of Naïve Bayes Classifier in terms of detection rate, accuracy, and false 

alarm.  

The combination of IWC-KAP Clustering algorithms and Naïve Bayes Classifier 

shows an improvement compared to the Naïve Bayes classifier, as it increases 

detection rate, accuracy and reduces false alarms. 

 

3.2.2 IDS using IWC-KAP and Decision Tree 

The proposed method is combining of two phases, IWC-KAP clustering Phase, 

and the Decision Tree phase.   

 

3.2.2.1 IWC-KAP clustering 

As the previous method, IWC-KAP clustering used to split data into 5 classes 

 

3.2.2.2 Decision Tree 

In this phase, DT is built with the instances in each IWC-KAP cluster. The DT that 

trained on that cluster refines the decision boundaries by partitioning the instances 

with a set of if-then rules over the feature space. We used two decision tree algorithms 

the J48 and the J48-Graft algorithm. 
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During training, IWC-KAP clustering method is firstly applied to partition the training 

data into k disjoint clusters 1 2 3, ......, K. Then, DT is built for each cluster by using 

the J48 and or the J48-Graft techniques. The IWC-KAP method ensures that each 

training instance is associated with only one cluster.  

In the testing, there are two phases selection and classification Phase. In the selection 

phase, compute the Euclidean distance for every testing instance and find the closest 

cluster. Then, chose The DT for the closest cluster. In classification phase, apply the 

test instance over the DT of the computed closest cluster and classify the test instance 

as normal or one of the four attack types. The algorithm for the proposed method as 

shown in algorithm 3.3 during the training and algorithm 3.4 during the testing. 

 

Algorithm 3.3 The hybrid  IWC-KAP and Decision Tree method 

during training 
 

Clustering Phase 

Input: Dataset   

Output:  Clusters  

Procedure Clustering  

Begin 

Step 1: divide dataset to n part. 

Step 2: for each part find the local exemplars. 

Step 3: find global exemplars from local exemplars. 

Step 3: Assign every instance Z ∈ Dataset to the closest exemplar to 

make clusters {1,2,...,} 

End 

 

Classification Phase 

Input: Clusters   

Output:  Decision tree  

Procedure Classification 

Begin 

Step 1: Build the tree for each cluster  

End 
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Algorithm 3.4 The hybrid IWC-KAP and Decision Tree method during testing 

 

Selection Phase 

Input: Test instances Zi and i = 1,2,3,......,N . 

Output: Closest cluster to the test instance Zi. 

 

Procedure Selection 

 

Begin 

Step 1: For each test instance Zi 

a. Compute the Euclidean distance E(Zi, Rj), j=1...k, and find the cluster closest to Zi. 

b. Compute the J48 Decision Tree for the closest cluster. 

End 

 

Classification Phase 

Input: Test instance Zi. 

Output: Classified test instance Zi as DoS, R2L, U2R, Probe, or normal. 

 

Procedure Classification 

 

Begin 

Step 1: Apply the test instance Zi over the decision tree of the computed closest 

cluster. 

Step 2: Classify the test instance Zi as DoS, R2L, U2R, Probe, or normal. 

End 
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Chapter 4 

Experimental Results  

 

4.1 Experimental Results for IWC-KAP 

Experiments are conducted on four clustering algorithms using a computer with 

8G memory and 2.5GHz frequency. The algorithms are the proposed algorithm (i.e. 

IWC-KAP), traditional AP, KAP algorithm, and HAP algorithm. The experiments are 

set to illustrate whether the proposed algorithm is more suitable for the large-scale data 

set clustering problem than the other algorithms. 

Before we use the IWC-KAP in the IDS proposed models we are test it on the 

traditional clustering data set and compare it with other clustering algorithms which 

depend on AP clustering to show the performance of IWC-KAP.  

 

4.1.1 Data sets and generating methods 

The data sets and their characteristics of each data set for the experiments are as 

shown in Table 4.1 

Table 4.1 Characteristics of Clustering data sets 

Data sets Data size 
Number of 

classes 

Attribute 

dimension 

IRIS 150 3 4 

Wine 178 3 13 

Yeast 1484 10 8 

Ionosphere 151 2 34 

Heart 302 5 13 

S-Data1 3500 7 2 

S-Data2 1800 6 2 

S-Data3 1400 7 2 

 

 

4.1.1.1 Artificial data set 

Three artificial two-dimensional data set S-Data1, S-Data2, and S-Data3, are 

generated using the random function in Matlab.  As shown in Table 4.1, S-Data1 

contains 3500 samples, S-Data2 contains 1800 samples and S-Data3 contains 1400 

samples. The data points of the artificial data sets are described in two-dimensiona l 

attributes to simplify the computation without loss of generality. 
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 4.1.1.2 Real data set 

As described in Table 4.1, five real data sets are used 

Iris: 150 samples with 4 dimensions and 3 clusters. 

Yeast: 1484 samples with 8 dimensions and 10 clusters. 

Wine: 178 samples with 13 dimensions and 3 clusters. 

Ionosphere: 151 samples with 34 dimensions and 2 clusters. 

Heart: 302 samples with 13 dimensions and 5 clusters.   

 

These data sets are used in most clustering algorithm experiments, and can be obtained 

from the UCI machine learning knowledge base website [77]. 

This work used the previous real data set to compare the result with [78] who used the 
same data set. 

 

 Euclidean distance method is used to find the similarity between data points pi 
and pj in the data set. Distance is described as in the following expression. 

 

𝑠(𝑝𝑖, 𝑝𝑗)  =  −|| 𝑝𝑖 –  𝑝𝑗|| 2                             (4.1) 

 

The partition size of the data used to test algorithm 3.1 is selected as 0.25 times of 
the data set size that will cluster. However, the partition size for algorithm 3.2 depends 

on the size of initial clusters result from K-means algorithm. For the partition step in 
algorithm 3.1, the code was run 50 times. The results were recorded, and the average 
value was calculated. 

 

4.1.2 Evaluation Methods 

The Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) index [79] is used to evaluate the 

results of the four algorithms; AP, KAP, HAP and the proposed algorithm. NMI is 

used to measure the similarity between the result of the clustering algorithm and the 

standard division of the data set. The calculation of the NMI index can be described 

as follows: 

For any partition of the data set, denoted as Pa, the information entropy (which is the 

expected value (average) of the information) of this partition is: 

 

H(Pa)=-∑
𝑛𝑖

𝑎

𝑛

𝑘𝑎
𝑖=1 log(

𝑛𝑖
𝑎

𝑛
)                           (4.2) 

 

 

Where n is the data size, ka is the number of clusters in the partition, na
i is the number 

of points in the i-th cluster in the partition.  
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The mutual information (which is a measure of the variables' mutual dependence) for  

two partitions of the same data set Pa and Pb, is calculated by the following formula:  

 

I(pa,pb)= ∑ ∑
𝑛𝑖𝑗

𝑎𝑏

𝑛

𝑘𝑏
𝑗=1 log(

𝑛𝑖𝑗
𝑎𝑏

𝑛

𝑛𝑖
𝑎

𝑛
×

𝑛𝑗
𝑏

𝑛

)𝑘𝑎
𝑖=1      (4.3) 

 

Where 𝑛𝑖𝑗
𝑎𝑏  is the number of the points both in the i-th cluster of Pa and in the j-th 

cluster of Pb.  

The lack of information between two vectors is defined as: 

 

I(pa | pb)=− ∑ ∑
𝑛𝑖𝑗

𝑎𝑏

𝑛

𝑘𝑏
𝑗=1 log(

𝑛𝑖𝑗
𝑎𝑏

𝑛

𝑛𝑗
𝑏

𝑛

)𝑘𝑎
𝑖=1                     (4.4) 

 

From the communication theory point of view, the above-defined quantities can be 

interpreted as follows. Suppose we need to transmit all the cluster labels in Pa on a 

communication channel, then H(Pa) can be interpreted as the average amount of 

information, for example, in bits, needed to encode the cluster label of each data point 

according to Pa. Now suppose that Pb is made available to the receiver, and then H(Pa 

| Pb) denotes the average number of bits needed to transmit each label in pa if Pb is 

already known. We are interested to see how much H(Pa | Pb) is smaller than H(Pa), 

that is, how much the knowledge of Pb helps us to reduce the number of bits needed 

to encode Pa. This can be quantified in terms of the mutual information H(Pa)−H(Pa | 

Pb) = I(Pa, Pb). The knowledge of Pb thus helps us to reduce the number of bits needed 

to encode each cluster label in Pa by an amount of I(Pa , Pb) bits. In the reverse 

direction, we also have I(Pa, Pb) = H(Pb)−H(Pb Pa). Clearly, the higher the MI, the 

more useful the information in Pb helps us to predict the cluster labels in Pa and vice-

versa. 

The similarity of two partitions Pa and Pb for the same data set is calculated using the 

NMI index as follows. 

 

NMI(pa,pb) =
2×𝐼(𝑝𝑎,𝑝𝑏 )

𝐻(𝑃𝑎)+𝐻(𝑃𝑎)
                                               (4.5) 

 

The NMI measures the information that Pa and Pb share: it tells us how much each one 

of these clusters reduces our uncertainty about the other. The value of the NMI index 

for two partitions of any data set is [0..1]. The bigger the NMI index is, the more 

similarity the two partition are. 
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4.1.3 Results and Analysis  

Table 4.2, Fig 4.1 and Fig 4.2, show the clustering time of the real and the artific ia l 

data sets, and compare algorithm 3.1 and algorithm 3.2 with the AP, KAP and HAP 

algorithms. 

Table 4.3, Fig 4.3 and Fig 4.4, show the NMI index of the real and the artific ia l 

data sets, and compare algorithm 3.1 and algorithm 3.2 with the AP, KAP and HAP 

algorithms. 

 

 

Table 4.2 Clustering time (Sec) IWC-KAP Vs. AP, KAP, and HAP 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4.1 Clustering time IWC-KAP Vs. AP, KAP, and HAP in real data set. 

 

AP HAP KAP

Algorithm 

 3.1  

(Best)

Algorithm 

 3.1  

(Worst)

Algorithm 

 3.1 

(Avg) 

Algorithm 

 3.2 

Yeast 444.71 360.48 334.81 57.16 90.23 73.70 139.09

Wine 7.33 17.35 6.58 5.05 7.09 6.07 6.20

Iris 13.36 8.27 4.06 4.66 5.37 5.01 3.68

Heart 24.81 19.27 17.66 2.36 4.63 3.49 1.11

Ionosphere 12.34 10.99 2.78 0.39 0.72 0.56 0.29

S-Data1 233.65 58.41 165.96 41.49 54.47 47.98 44.75

S-Data2 82.83 18.83 65.97 8.13 10.68 9.41 8.54

S-Data3 17.01 8.04 15.22 5.53 6.69 6.11 6.40
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Figure 4.2 Clustering time IWC-KAP Vs. AP, KAP, and HAP in Artificial data 

set. 

 

Table 4.3 NMI index IWC-KAP Vs. AP, KAP, and HAP 

 

 
 

Through Table 4.2, Table 4.3, Fig 4.1 till Fig 4.4, it can be seen that algorithm 3.1 

and algorithm 3.2 achieve the lowest time consumption compared to AP and KAP 

algorithms for almost all data sets. Furthermore, algorithm 3.1 and algorithm 3.2 gave 

better results than AP with the NMI index and gave an almost result as close as 

possible to KAP algorithm. However, time consumption increases rapidly with the 

growth of the data size in the AP and KAP algorithm, which makes those algorithms 

not suitable for solving the clustering problem of large-scale data. In algorithm 3.1 and 

algorithm 3.2, the clustering results are significantly better than AP and KAP on all 

the data sets except the Ionosphere and Yeast data. Also, the time consumption is much 

lower than AP and KAP on all data. The great time consumption of AP and KAP is 

due to the computation of matrixes of similarities between pairs of data points in the 

AP KAP HAP

Algorithm 

 3.1  

(Best)

Algorithm 

 3.1  

(Worst)

Algorithm 

 3.1 

(Avg) 

Algorithm 

 3.2 

Iris 0.50 0.85 0.75 0.82 0.66 0.74 0.71

Wine 0.31 0.38 0.41 0.46 0.39 0.43 0.42

Yeast 0.28 0.39 0.18 0.28 0.20 0.24 0.24

Ionosphere 0.13 0.13 0.09 0.13 0.03 0.08 0.08

S-Data1 0.90 0.91 0.90 0.91 0.90 0.91 0.91

S-Data2 0.91 0.93 0.93 0.95 0.90 0.93 0.95

S-Data3 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
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entire data set while the input to algorithm 3.1 and algorithm 3.2 is the matrix of 

similarities between pairs of data points only in each partition, and the input to the 

selection of global exemplars is the matrix of its data record only. algorithm 3.1 and 

algorithm 3.2 have advantages over others in term of memory consumption comparing 

with AP and KAP. It is also more efficient and accurate more than the others. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4.3 NMI of IWC-KAP Vs. AP, KAP, and HAP in real data set. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.4 NMI of IWC-KAP Vs. AP, KAP, and HAP in Artificial data set. 
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We also compare algorithm 3.1 and algorithm 3.2 with the HAP algorithm, which is 

the first algorithm that addressed the AP problem in the large-scale data set. As it can 

be seen in Table 4.2, Fig 4.1 and Fig 4.2 the time consumption of the proposed 

algorithm is not only lower than AP and KAP algorithms but also lower than HAP 

algorithm. However, as seen in Table 4.3, Fig 4.3 and Fig 4.4, the clustering results by 

the NMI index is almost close to HAP algorithm. However, the time consumption 

increases rapidly with the growth of the data size in the HAP, which makes the 

proposed algorithms more efficient as it consumes time less than HAP when the size 

of data grow.  The increase in time consumption of HAP results is due to the 

computation of the matrices of similarities between pairs of data points in the entire 

data set when using the AP algorithms again to get the global exemplars from the loca l 

exemplars. However, the proposed algorithms use modified K-means algorithms to 

find global exemplars that decrease the time because the K-means is faster than AP 

algorithms. The proposed algorithms have advantages over HAP when it comes to less 

memory consumption. It is also more efficient and accurate.  

 

 

4.2 IDS Experimental Results  

This section displays the results of the two hybrid IDS that are mentioned in 

chapter 3, we will show the parameter optimization for each model and discuss the 
obtained results.  

 

4.2.1 Dataset  

Currently, there are only a few public datasets for network-based IDSs like KDD Cup 

’991, the majority of the experiments in the intrusion detection domain performed on 

these datasets [80].   

Datasets that are used for intrusion detection are categorized into three categories 

DARPA, KDD Cup, and some real world datasets. The KDD Cup dataset is widely 

used by the researchers to test the effectiveness of the developed method for intrus ion 

detection with 42%, 20 % of the studied papers used DARPA dataset to check the 

effectiveness of the methods for intrusion detection, and the rest of the studied papers 

used other real world data sets [17].  

KDD Cup dataset contains training data that include seven weeks of network traffic 

in the form of TCP dump data consisting of approximately 5 million connection 
records, each of which is approximately 100 bytes. The test data included two weeks 
of traffic, with approximately 2 million connection records [80].  

 

 

                                                 
1 Dataset KDD Cup is available on web site  

http://kdd.ics.uci.edu/databases/kddcup99/kddcup99.html; different version is available 

for supervised and unsupervised learning, also reduced version 10% KDD Cup is available 

which is used in our study.  
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Table 4.4 Mapping attack types to the attack 

classes on KDD Cup ‘99 dataset [36]  

Class  Attacks in the training data  Additional Attacks in the testing data  

DOS  
Back, land, Neptune, pod, smurf, 

teardrop  

apache2, mailbomb, processtable, 

udpstorm  

Probe  ipsweep, portsweep, satan, nmap  mscan, saint  

U2R  
buffer_overflow, loadmodule, rootkit, 

perl  
httptunnel, ps, worm, xterm  

R2L  ftp_write, guess_passwd, imap, 

multihop,  warezmaster, warezclient, spy, 

phf  

named, sendmail, snmpgetattak, 

snmpguess, sqlattack, xlock, xsnoop  

 

This work used the 10% KDD Cup’99 benchmark dataset KDD [80] for evaluation 

and comparison between the proposed approaches and the previous approaches. The 

entire 10% KDD data set contains an approximately 500,000 instances with 41 

features. The training dataset contains 24 types of attacks while the testing data 

contains more than 14 types of additional attack. All of which are mapped to four basic 

attack classes as shown in Table 4.4 [15].   

 

 

 

To show the ability to detect different kinds of intrusions, the training and testing 

data covers four major categories of attacks as follows: 

 Denial of Service attacks (DoS) 

 Remote to Local (User) Attacks (R2L) 

 User to Root Attacks (U2R) 

 Probing 

Table 4.5 Training dataset sample distribution 

Class No. of Samples Sample Percentage (%) 

Normal 97277 19.69 

Probe 4107 0.83 

DoS 391458 79.24 

U2R 52 0.01 

R2L 1126 0.23 

Total 494020 100 
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Table 4.6 Testing dataset sample distribution 

Class No. of Samples Sample Percentage (%) 

Normal 60593 19.4 

Probe 4166 1.33 

DoS 231455 74.4 

U2R 88 0.028 

R2L 14727 4.73 

Total 311029 100 

 

Tables 4.5 shows “10% of KDD Cup ‘99" distribution records as training dataset 

by class type. While Table 4.6 shows the testing dataset records.   

4.2.2 Software and Tools  

In our experiments, we use Weka tool2 [81] (Waikato Environment for Knowledge 

Analysis) and Matlab  to evaluate our proposed methods.  Weka is an open source 

software written in java, it has a collection of machine learning algorithms for data 

mining tasks and is widely used for teaching and researching.  

 

4.2.3 Evaluation Measurement:  

Regarding to the previous researches in IDS area, the performance of IDS is measured 

and evaluated by calculated confusion matrix, Table 4.7 shows the components of the 

confusion matrix.  

 

Table 4.7 Confusion Matrix 

Actual Predicted Normal Predicted Attack 

Normal True negative (TN) False positive (FP) 

Attacks False negative (FN) True positive (TP) 

 

  

 True positive (TP) when attack data is detected as an attack.  

 True negative (TN) when normal data is detected as normal. 

 False positive (FP) when normal data is detected as an attack.  

 False negative (FN) when attack data is detected as normal. 

                                                 
2 Weka software and source code is available to download from  

http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/~ml/weka/ website for both x32 and x64 bit computers  

http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/~ml/weka/
http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/~ml/weka/
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A practical IDS is characterized by its high detection rate and low false alarm rate. In 

general, the performance of the IDS is evaluated in terms of detection rate, accuracy 

and false alarm rate as in the following formula:  

 Detection Rate = (TP) / (TP+FP)                                    

 False Alarm = (FP) / (FP+TN)                                      

 Accuracy = (TP+TN) / (TP+TN+FP+FN)                     

 

4.2.4 Data Preparation  

KDD Cup is multiclass datasets; the original datasets files downloaded from website 

labels the data by attack type (i.e. normal, nepton, snmpattack, and so on). We divide 
connections to five classes according to Table 4.4, in addition to the normal class.   

 

4.2.5 Results of IDS using NB  

 This section shows and discusses the results obtained using IWC-KAP with NB and 

NB Multinomial.  

Table 4.8 IDS using NB classification results  

 

 

Table 4.8 and Fig 4.5 show the results across all category classes obtained from Naïve 

Bayes (NB), hybrid learning approach K-Means with Naïve Bayes (KM+NB), hybrid 

Methods NB KM+NB IWC-KAP+NB
IWC-KAP+NB 

Multinomial

Group 1 81.00% 99.50% 99.21% 99.51%

Group 2 95.60% 98.30% 95.62% 97.82%

Group 3 82.50% 99.60% 99.57% 99.74%

Group 4 80.00% 80.00% 92.26% 92.68%

Group 5 90.30% 83.20% 92.88% 93.52%

Accuracy 83.19% 99.00% 99.13% 99.38%

Detection 

 Rate
94.70% 98.80% 99.51% 99.68%

False 

Alarm
19.00% 2.20% 1.29% 0.79%

False 

Alarm
19.00% 2.20% 1.29% 0.79%
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learning approach IWC-KAP with Naïve Bayes (IWC-KAP+NB) and hybrid learning 

approach IWC-KAP with Naïve Bayes Multinomial (IWC-KAP+NB Multinomia l). 

IWC-KAP+NB and IWC-KAP+NB Multinomial have been deployed as in a single 

run. IWC-KAP+NB and IWC-KAP+NB Multinomial performed better than the single 

classifier NB and KM+NB in detecting Normal, U2R, R2L, and DoS instances. 

Meanwhile, IWC-KAP+NB and IWC-KAP+NB yield to good result in Probe 

instances. 

 

 

Figure 4.5 IDS using NB classification result for each category class 

 

 

Figure 4.6 IDS using NB classification result 
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Table 4.8 and Fig 4.6 show the results of applying Naïve Bayes (NB), hybrid learning 

approach K-Means with Naïve Bayes (KM+NB), hybrid learning approach IWC-KAP 

with Naïve Bayes (IWC-KAP+NB) and hybrid learning approach IWC-KAP with 

Naïve Bayes Multinomial (IWC-KAP+NB Multinomial) on testing sets. The results 

are given in terms of detection rate, accuracy, and false alarm.  It can be seen that while 

NB produced a slightly higher accuracy and detection rate, false alarm rates is still 

high. Meanwhile, the hybrid approaches IWC-KAP+NB and IWC-KAP+NB 

Multinomial recorded high accuracy and detection rate with low false alarm rate. This 

indicates that the proposed hybrid approaches perform better than KM+NB. The IWC-

KAP clustering technique that was used in pre-classification component – for 

clustering similar data into a respective cluster helped IWC-KAP+NB and IWC-

KAP+NB Multinomial to produce better results compared to NB and KM+NB. 

Additionally, the hybrid approach allows misclassified data during the first stage to be 

re-classified, hence improving the accuracy and detection rate with acceptable false  

alarms.  

 

4.2.6 Results of IDS using DT Result and Discussion 

 

Table 4.9 IDS using DT classification results  

 

Table 4.9 and Fig 4.7 show the results across all category classes obtained from 

hybrid learning approach IWC-KAP with the J48 Classifier (IWC-KAP+J48) and 

hybrid learning approach IWC-KAP with J48Graft Classifier (IWC-KAP+J48Graft). 

Methods J48 J48-Graft KM+J48 KM+1R 
MAS-

IDS

IWC-

KAP+J48 

IWC-

KAP+J48-

Graft  

Group 1 89.23% 92.23% 90.56% 99.32% 91.63% 99.50% 99.45%

Group 2 87.23% 94.25% 93.62% 99.21% 93.32% 99.18% 99.35%

Group 3 84.62% 87.36% 87.65% 98.36% 97.32% 99.67% 99.99%

Group 4 82.23% 90.23% 92.07% 91.96% 90.32% 92.07% 93.09%

Group 5 83.56% 89.36% 91.36% 92.32% 91.65% 93.84% 93.62%

Accuracy 85.13% 90.17% 90.21% 99.26% 91.13% 99.35% 99.57%

Detection 

 Rate
72.98% 81.32% 83.94% 99.33% 85.26% 99.50% 99.45%

False 

Alarm
2.73% 0.81% 3.53% 2.73% 2.99% 0.42% 0.43%
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IWC-KAP+J48 and IWC-KAP+J48Graft have been deployed as in a single running.  

IWC-KAP+J48 and IWC-KAP+J48Graft performed a good result in all classes. 

 

 

Figure 4.7 IDS using DT classification result for each category class 

 

 

Figure 4.8 IDS using DT classification result 

 

Table 4.9 and Fig 4.8 show the results of applying J48, J48graft, hybrid 

learning approach K-means with J48 (KM+J48), hybrid learning approach modified 

K-means with J48 (MAS-IDS), hybrid learning approach modified K-means with One-

R Classifier (KM-1R), hybrid learning approach IWC-KAP with J48 Classifier (IWC-
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KAP+J48) and hybrid learning approach IWC-KAP with J48-Graft Classifier (IWC-

KAP+J48-Graft) on testing sets. The results are given in terms of detection rate, 

accuracy, and false alarm.  It can be seen that while J48 and J48graft produced a 

slightly higher accuracy and detection rate, false alarm rates are still high. Meanwhile, 

the hybrid approaches IWC-KAP+J48 and IWC-KAP+J48-Graft recorded high 

accuracy and detection rate with low false alarm rate. This indicates that the proposed 

hybrid approaches perform better than KM+J48, MAS-IDS, and KM-1R. The IWC-

KAP clustering technique that was used in pre-classification component – for 

clustering similar data into a respective cluster, IWC-KAP+ J48 and IWC-KAP+ J48-

Graft to produce better results compared to other approaches. Additionally, the hybrid 

approach allows misclassified data during the first stage to be re-classified, hence 

improving the accuracy and detection rate with acceptable false alarms. 
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Chapter 5  

Conclusion and Future Work  

In this research, large-scale data clustering algorithm and two hybrid network 

intrusion detection systems are proposed. Firstly, two large-scale data clustering 

methods depend on KAP and IWC algorithms were proposed. The proposed methods 

achieve efficient, accurate, and time-saving clustering for large-scale data sets. Data 

points were clustered by splitting the data into small groups, then KAP algorithm was 

implemented on each subset of the data. Then, IWC was applied to find the global 

exemplars for original finally well-suite clusters. These clusters were obtained by 

setting the points to its similar exemplars due to similarity function. The algorithms 

were tested using real and simulated data sets. The results showed that the proposed 

algorithms were more effective and efficient in term of clustering time consumption 

and memory space consumption than AP, KAP, and HAP. This was due to the 

proposed novel techniques. Secondly, a hybrid learning approach combines IWC-KAP 

clustering algorithm and Naïve Bayes classifiers (IWC-KAP+NB), and IWC-KAP 

clustering algorithm and Naïve Bayes Multinomial classifiers (IWC-KAP+NB 

Multinomial) were proposed.  The proposed approaches were compared and evaluated 

using KDD Cup ’99 benchmark dataset. The proposed approaches separated instances 

between potential attacks and normal instances during the preliminary stage into 

different groups. Later, the groups were classified into more specific categories, 

Normal, DoS, Probe, R2L, and U2R.The hybrid learning approaches significantly 

reduced false alarm rates with an average below than 0.8%, while keeping detection 

and accuracy rate higher than 99%. The approaches can classify all data correctly in a 

higher percentage. Finally, a hybrid learning approach based on IWC-KAP clustering 

algorithm and decision trees classifiers was proposed.  The proposed approach was 

compared and evaluated using KDD Cup ’99 benchmark dataset. The proposed 

approach separates instances into different cluster depend on its behavior during 

preliminary stage. Later, the groups were classified into more specific categories 

namely Normal, DoS, Probe, R2L, and U2R.The hybrid learning approaches 

significantly reduced false alarm rates with an average below than 0.5%, while keeping 

detection and accuracy rate higher than 99%.  

In the future, other modified versions of AP will be used in clustering subsets instead 

of KAP. Furthermore, other partitioning algorithms are going to be used instead of 

IWC to find out whether better results can be achieved. 
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